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Ropes Course
Each 冒险家® ropes course consists of horizontally steel wire ropes, platforms and other materials secured between steel poles to
create elements or activities. These ropes courses are very versatile and suit a wide range of indoor and outdoor sites. The highest
quality products and safety standards are utilized for each 冒险家® product.

The participant safety system consists of a full body harness and a sling line. Each course has a continuous belay overhead tracking
system that prevents participants from disconnecting their sling line from the course at any time. The participant’s sling line is
inserted into the overhead track before they leave the ground, and it cannot be unhooked from the system until they are back on the
ground.The operator is responsible for hooking and unhooking the participants. The safety system also prevents a participant from
falling any more than a few inches if they slip off of an activity. This allows them to self-rescue, step back on the element and
continue to move through the course. Participants traverse each element by walking, balancing or climbing. This unique system
allows participants to choose their path through the course and have the ability to pass other participants at each platform.
S T AND AR D FE AT URE S :


Customized color for steel poles
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Entrance & exit with stairs



Elements, or ropes activities



Appropriate amount of harnesses for kids or adults.



Appropriate amount of Lanyards.



Appropriate amount of Triple Step Karabiners.



Operator training video or manuals



1 year warranty on structure and paint.



Approximate course height: 1 level – 4.2m, 2 levels – 6.63m, 3 levels –7.93m or 12m, These numbers may differ based on
specific site locations.



Platform height – Customized or designed as per your site’s height by us..

O P TI O N AL FE AT U RE S :



Sun Shades
Additional harnesses, Lanyards, Helmets, Triple Step Karabiner, Self-made Connector.

Entry Level Ropes Course (1 Layer Ropes Course)
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The entry level course which can be configured in numerous layouts to fit your space. The poles form an equilateral triangle, square
or rectangular and we currently have courses designed from 3 to more poles. Elements are installed between each pole and you
have a choice of different numbers of entrances/exits. Once your ropes course has been constructed, provided you have the space,
additional poles and elements can be added at a later date in order to increase the capacity to meet high demand.
The single level is ideally suited to operators looking to offer an introductory ropes adventure experience. They appeal to the whole
family, even those with younger children. You can also have low ropes course aimed at 2- 7 year olds, incorporated below it. This
allows the whole family to share a ropes course experience.
At just under 5m tall the entry level ropes course can fit into buildings with a relatively low ceiling height. This makes them ideal for
indoor play centers as they can be installed around existing equipment or above a seating area enabling operators to take
advantage of unused space. Also it can accompanied with other playground equipments.
All harnesses, Lanyards, Helmets, Triple Step Karabiner, Self-made Connector. are also supplied with your 冒险家® Ropes Course.
冒险家® Entry level ropes courses’ specifications
5 pole single level

7 elements

10 persons capacity

6 pole single level

9 elements

12 persons capacity

7 pole single level

11 elements

15 persons capacity

10 pole single level

17 elements

30 persons capacity

12 pole single level….

21 elements…….

35 persons capacity….

More pole single level

More elements

More capacity

Medium Level Ropes Courses (2 Layers Ropes Course)
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The Medium Level is perfect if you are looking to take a step above our entry-level ropes courses. Similar to our entry level, it’s
based on our equilateral triangle, square or rectangular pole system , this course maximizes limited spaced areas and can be placed
in either indoor or outdoor. The modular construction allows for designs from 5 to more poles.
Medium Level ropes adventure can be further expanded after installation with additional poles and a single level could be increased
to a double level. For customers looking for a themed course, we have a tropical, sun shades, and pirate design options available.
Our ropes courses is versatile and suits a wide range of indoor and outdoor venues. The double level courses allow participants to
progress from the more comfortable first level to test their nerve on elements 5 metres or higher above the ground on the second
level.
冒险家® Medium Level ropes courses’ specifications
5 pole double level

14 elements

25 person capacity

6 pole double level

17 elements

25 person capacity

6 pole double level

18 elements

25 person capacity

7 pole double level

22 elements

35 person capacity

7 pole double level

26 elements

40 person capacity

8 pole double level

24 elements

35 person capacity

8 pole double level

26 elements

40 person capacity

10 pole double level

34 elements

50 person capacity

12pole double level

46 elements

70person capacity

More pole double level

More elements

More capacity
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High Level Ropes Courses
( 3 Layers Ropes Course , 4 Layers Ropes Course)
This course is for those with a significant amount of traffic that want to go to multiple levels. As with all the courses it can be built for
indoor playground or outdoor amusement park .The High ropes courses are based on an equilateral triangle or a square or
rectangular pole system. We currently have courses that are designed from 6 to more poles and from three to four levels and
incorporate a diverse range of challenge elements between each pole. For customers looking for a themed course, our JP high
ropes courses offers Pirate, Selva, Jurassic or Customized Theme. The course can be further expanded after installation with
additional poles and levels.
High ropes courses are versatile and suit a wide range of indoor and outdoor venues in all sectors. They have proved to be very
successful and a big hit in shopping centers or amusement park. The multiple level course options allow participants to progress
through each level starting with the lowest to build up their confidence before testing their nerve on elements up to 12 meters or
higher above the ground on the fourth level.
冒险家® High Ropes Courses’ specifications for standard courses
6 pole triple level

27 elements

45person capacity

7 pole triple level

33 elements

50 persons capacity

6 pole quad level

36 elements

50 person capacity

8 pole triple level

36 elements

50person capacity

8 pole triple level

39 elements

55person capacity

11 pole triple level

59 elements

100person capacity

More pole more level

More elements

More capacity

